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ABSTRACT
The two or three layered networks 2LNN, 3LNN which
originate from stereovision neural network are applied to
speech recognition. To accommodate sequential data flow,
we consider a window to which new acoustic data enter
and from which final neural activities are output. Inside
the window recurrent neural network develops neural
activity toward a stable point. The process is called
Winner-Take-All(WTA) with cooperation and
competition. The resulting neural activities clearly
showed recognition of a continuous speech of a word. The
string of phonemes obtained is compared with reference
words by using dynamical programming method. The
resulting recognition rate amounts to 96.7% for 100
words spoken by 9 male speakers, which is compared to
97.9% by hidden markov model (HMM) with three states
and single gaussian distribution. The present results
which are close to those of HMM seem noticeable
because the architecture of the neural network is very
simple and parameters in the neural net equations are
small numbered and always fixed.

1. INTRODUCTION

 Since we recognize speech through neural network in the
brain, many works on this line have been conducted for
speech recognition. Though probabilistic acoustic models
represented by Hidden Markov Model (HMM) has been
met widely used so recognizers today, it has been long
standing go to let machine enable human abilities of speech
recognition in the brain. Various kind of neural networks
have been proposed for speech recognition such as
multilayer perceptrons (MLP)[1,2], time delayed neural
network (TDNN)[3], hidden control neural network
(HCMM)[4], hybrid system combining HMM and MLP
(HMM/MLP)[1] and fully recurrent neural network
(FRNN)[5,6], notable things are that these models use
more or less learning algorithms of back propagation of
error and need many parameters to be adjusted.
 In the previous works, we employed a new approach to
the problem by applying stereo vision neural network to
hearing system[7,8,9,10,11]. The neural networks are two
or three layered (2LNN, 3LNN) and the parameters in the
equations are fixed and not changed at any time. The
learning processes are considered as that the feature

parameters characteristic of each phoneme are stored or
memorized in the brain in the form of probability density
functions. We consider recognition processes as that the
neural network equations employed from visual system
process the similarities  between the characteristic
phonetic features stored in our memory and the input
acoustic data from our ears, eventually giving stable
neural activities. The resulting phoneme recognition rate
was fairly good, resulting 7-9% higher than HMM model.
In the present paper we are going to give an algorithms for
the continuous speech recognition. The major problem in
this case are how to introduce an algorithms to the real
time acoustic data flows and how to employ the neural
network to process the data flows, giving the recognition
of continuous speech.

2. APPLICATION OF NEURAL
NETWORK TO SPEECH RECOGNITION

 The speech(phoneme) recognition system using stereo
vision neural net equations is divided into four main
processes;
(1) A number of training speech data are classified and
parameterized into sequences of feature vectors for each
phonemes. The feature vectors are used to form standard
Gaussian PDFs which are supposed to be memorized in
our brain for each phoneme.
(2) An input phonemes are referred to these memorized
phoneme data and a similarity measure is obtained by
comparing the input phoneme data with the memorized
PDF of each phoneme.
(3) Suppose that there is a neuron activity a

uξ  according

to the similarity measure u
aλ  to a certain phoneme /a/ at

the frame number u.
(4) The stereo vision neural net equations are performed
to make an activity u

aξ  move toward a stable point after

the equations receive the similarity measure as an input
and a recognition results are achieved when it reaches to a
stable state.
The memorized standard acoustic models for each
phonemes are expressed in terms of Gaussian PDF for
input �.
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where aµ  is a mean value and aΣ  is covariance matrix,

of feature vectors for training data of a phoneme /a/. The

normalized similarity u
aλ  of input data uο  at u-th frame

to a certain phoneme /a/ is defined as

><
><−Σ= N

NoNa
u

aau

log
log),;(log µλ             (2)

where <logN> means an average over phonemes at the
same frame.

3. TWO LAYERED NEURAL NET
EQUATIONS

 Since 3LNN has a similar property with 2LNN, we
discuss about 2LNN which is given as
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f(x) is a well known as sigmoid function and g(u) is a
function given by

2/)1))((tanh()( +−= hxwxf                (5)

2/|)|()( uuuug +== +                     (6)

where A,B,D,w,h are positive constants which are to be
chosen appropriately .
Figure 1 shows three layered structure of the stereo vision
neural network.

FIGURE 1. Three layered neural network(2LNN)

To understand the qualitative feature of the equations
consider an equilibrium for )0( =αα & . We obtain
                                        (7)

                      (8)

Notice that the equations (7),(8) give the same solution as
(3),(4) if the stable solution is unique. And simulations
show this is the case. Equations (7) and (8) are understood

as that the similarity measures
a
uλ  are inputted into the

α layer and the outputted s'α  are fed to the ξ  layer. In

the ξ  layer, it is noticed that large (small) α gives large

(small) ξ  due to the sigmoid function. The new s'ξ  thus

obtained are again brought back into the α  layer and the
same procedure is repeated. In the α  layer Winner-Take-
All processes take place with competition (the second term
of (8)) and cooperation (the third term of (8)). The typical
dynamics is shown in figure 2 where cooperation works in
the neighboring frames for the same phoneme, while
competition does against other phonemes at the same frame.
The Winner-Take-All processes accelerate the neuron
activities toward stable points where we will get a speech
recognition.

FIGURE 2. Dynamical process of neural activities with
cooperation and competition

4. CONTINUOUS SPEECH
RECOGNITION

 For continuous speech, it is considered that input data
a
uλ are fed to the neural network (3), (4) and the activities

α , ξ  in the network develop their value toward a stable

point. We judge as that a phoneme /a/ is recognized at a

flame u if a
uξ goes close to 1, while it is not recognized if

a
uξ goes close to 0. In the present study, we take equations

(7),(8) to save calculation time. Differential equations
(7),(8) are described as a loop of N steps in numerical

calculation where time is divided by discrete span t∆ .

Thus, ξ  develops as ),(tξ Λ),( tt ∆+ξ
 
to )( tNt ∆+ξ .

To treat data flow
 

a
uλ  sequentially, we consider that the

data enter into a window with L frames and the neural
network (7), (8) processes the L frame data for N steps.
Then, the data are passed one frame forward through the

window, where the initial values of ξ  are set to zero
before entering to the window. The procedure is stated
more in detail as follows; When input data

a
Lu 1−+λ a

Lu 2, −+λ a
uλ,,Κ  are entered inside the window,

equations (7), (8) develop activities )(tξ  until it arrives

at )( tNta
u ∆+′ξ  for 1,,1, −++=′ Luuuu Κ . Then, new
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data 
a

Lu+λ enter into the window from the left and the old

data 
a
uλ  get out from the window. At the same time

whole a
u′ξ  are replaced by a

u 1−′ξ , setting the initial values

of a
u 1−′ξ  for the next N step loop calculations. At this time

we have new comers a
Lu+ξ  entering into the window and

the final ones a
uξ outputted from the window. We

eventually judge if phoneme /a/ at u-th frame is

recognized or not according to whether the final ξ
outputted from the window is close to 1 or 0, respectively.
A sequence of the same processes continues until whole
input data go through the window completely and whole

values of final ξ  are obtained.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

 We extracted a total 24 labeled phonemes from ATR
Japanese speech database composed of 4000 words
spoken by 10 male speakers and from ASJ speech
database of 500 sentences by 6 male speakers to make
Gaussian PDFs for each phoneme. For recognition test
which is independent, we take 100 words of the training
data. The experimental conditions are as follows

FIGURE 3. Best two of ξ  are selected and plotted against frame

(time). Here parameters are set as window size

L=10,∆ t=0.01,N=100,A=3.0,B=3.0,D=0.5,w=2.0,h=1.0,l1=6,

l2=0, 1τ =1

In figure 3 the typical result for a word pronounced /i/ /k/

/u/ /j/ /i/ is shown for the best two a
uξ  outputted from the

window. In the figure the best ξ  are read sequentially as

/i/ /h/ /t/ /k/ /u/ /j/ /i/. It is noticed that /y/ has rather high
values following to /i/, because /y/ resembles to /i/. /h/ and
/t/ do not have correspondence in the reference word and
may be recognized as context dependent effects between
/y/ and /k.

TABLE 1. Likelihood table among 24 phonemes for the
dynamical programming method. /-/ shows
missing phonemes in inputted word against a
reference word.

FIGURE 4. An example of dynamical programming where a
string of phonemes recognized by the neural networks is
compared with reference words and the best five words are
selected. The best scored /a/ /i/ /j/ /o/ is correctly recognized in
this case.

Sampling  rate         16kHz,16bit  
Pre-emphasis           0.97 
Window function     16ms Hamming window 
Frame period            5ms  
Feature parameters     10-order MFCC 
                                +10-order儮MFCC 



To get the recognition rate, a sequence of phonemes for a
word obtained from the window are compared with a list
of reference words. We make the list of reference words
composed of phonemes with the mean length which is
estimated from the data of the same word spoken by many
different people. We take dynamical programming (DP)
method to match an inputted words with the reference
word, where a likelihood table between different
phonemes is estimated from phoneme recognition results
given by neural networks reported previously [8-
11](TABLE1). An example for DP is given in FIGURE 4,
where higher scores for reference words show better
likelihood for inputted data.

TABLE 2. The recognition results for 100 words spoken by 9
male persons

Experiment was performed in this way and 100 words uttered by
9 male speakers were recognized with the rate of 96.7%, where
HMM model with 3 states and single gaussian distribution gave
97.9% for the same sample data.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The two or three layered networks 2LNN, 3LNN which
originate from stereovision neural network are applied to
speech recognition. To accommodate sequential data flow,
we consider a window to which new outputted acoustic
data enter and from which final neural activities are
outputted . Inside the window recurrent neural network
develops neural activity toward a stable point. The
process is called Winner-Take-All (WTA) with
cooperation and competition. The resulting neural
activities clearly showed recognition of a continuous
speech of a word. The string of phonemes obtained is
compared with reference words by using DP matching.
The recognition results are 96.7%,compared with 97.9%
by HMM. A simple step forward will be to use multi-
gaussian distribution to obtain more accurate similarity
measures and further improvement of recognition is

expected together with the study of more input data. The
nice feature of our model is that it does not have many
parameters to be adjusted and the algorithm for
recognition is simple.
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2LNN H M M
mau 98 98
mht 100 98
m m s 93 98
m m y 94 97
mnm 95 97
msh 94 98
m tk 99 98
m tm 97 99
m tt 100 98

average 96.7 97.9


